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Abstract 

This report presents a developed recycling bin concept for Zanrec Plastics Ltd. (Zanrec 

Plastics in this report), a Swedish company that is about to implement a solid waste recycling 

system on Zanzibar Island, Tanzania. Zanrec Plastics will negotiate waste management with 

the hotels, that produce a large part of the recyclable garbage on the island, and the project 

aim is to develop a concept that will help Zanrec Plastics in these negotiations. Zanrec 

Plastics requirements on the concepts regard environmental and economical sustainability, as 

well as gaining social acceptance. Therefore, the goal is to develop a concept that will make 

the sorting procedure efficient for the hotels and Zanrec Plastics. Its design and usage should 

educate guests and staff about recycling and the hotels should gain an environmentally 

friendly image when using them. The concepts should also be low-cost concepts. 

The methodology follows a stage-gate structure to involve Zanrec Plastics in the development 

of the concept. The project group conducted field studies organized in different stages that 

were separated by gates. Zanrec Plastics was then involved in the decision making within the 

gates. The field studies were interviews with hotel managers, with the goal to find out what 

hotels valued in regard to recycling and waste management. Hotel managers were chosen for 

interview since they know the hotel owners and potential buyers of a recycling system as well 

as the staff, hotel routines and guests.  

The development of the concept started with a wide concept-idea about waste storage with 

compartments for different recyclables. After two stages this resulted in two separated 

concepts; one for the hotel guests and one for the staff. The final concept for the guests is 

called the room bin. It is a one-compartment bin for recyclable waste, for hotel room use and 

is a complement to the regular bin of the room. It is conic shaped and made out of compacted 

plastic bottles. The design is chosen do differentiate the room bin from the regular garbage bin 

and to symbolize the reuse of recyclable material in new products.  

The concept for the hotel staff is called the sorting station. It is a module system of storage 

units or compartments, for separation and storage of waste. The module function allows hotels 

to have different numbers of compartments so that they can adjust the system to their 

dumpsite areas and amount of waste. In addition, it is possible for hotels to choose between 

gathering the waste in plastic bags or trolleys fitted to the sorting station. It is made in 

recycled plastic and the design is kept simple. By minimizing the number of corners where 

dirt can stick it also makes the sorting station hygienic. The lids of the units have openings 

with different shapes for different waste categories, and there are also signs and text in 

Swahili and English on what to throw in each compartment. 

The room bin and the sorting station make the sorting efficient for hotels as well as for Zanrec 

Plastics; hotels get a cleaner and more hygienic environment without having to add extra time 

and Zanrec Plastics get the plastic and paper sorted to the plant. The concepts educate guests 

and staff about recycling and bring value to the hotels since they gain an environmental 

friendly image towards visitors. The concepts can be processed and assembled at Zanrec 

Plastics plant at Zanzibar Island, and can be made out of low-cost materials.  
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1. Introduction 

This chapter outlines the background problematic followed by the project mission. 

Participants involved are introduced and project limitations are specified. 

The Design and Product Realisation students Elina Gobena and Hanna Lundén wrote this 

bachelor thesis for Zanrec Plastics (called Zanrec Plastics in this report). The project assisted 

Zanrec Plastics with their establishment of a recycling system for hotels on Zanzibar Island. It 

was a concept development project organized in four stages: a discovery stage, two interview 

stages and a concept development stage, conducted on Zanzibar Island from January to March 

2012. Anders Hansson, Senior Lecturer from the School of Industrial Engineering and 

Management at the Royal Institute of Technology was tutoring the project.  

1.1 Zanrec Plastics’ vision 
1
Zanrec Plastics aims to implement a sustainable solid waste recycling system on Zanzibar 

Island within the year 2012. The plan is to be a leading supplier of raw recycled material and 

products, and it involves a processing plant, a system for private garbage collecting and an 

educational centre, see figure 1. The latter is meant to spread awareness of the importance of 

recycling to the Zanzibar Island community, businesses and visitors. Zanrec Plastics intends 

to pay the private waste collectors per weight sorted recyclables brought to the plant.  

Figure 1. Zanrec Plastics vision is to supply both plastic raw material and products made 

from the recycled plastic. 

The hotels would be the largest costumer group of a recycling system and the vision is that the 

garbage management of tourist establishments would work similarly to a Swedish model 

where the hotels pay Zanrec Plastics for the recycling service. The hotels will gain an 

environmentally friendly image in return, as well as a better environment around the hotel 

grounds. The time plan is to start processing plastic and paper waste in late 2012 and later 

scale up to other recyclable materials
2
. 

1.2 The waste situation of Zanzibar Island 
Zanzibar Island, also known as Unguja, is one of three main islands in the Zanzibar 

archipelago that takes up a total area of 2,643 square meters in the Indian Ocean outside 

Tanzania. Zanzibar Island had approximately 600’000 inhabitants in 2002 when the last 

census was performed
3
.  

In 2005 the annual amount of solid waste that polluted Zanzibar Island had reached 

approximately 79 000 metric tons
4
. Roughly 75 percent of the garbage on the island was eaten 

by animals, dumped in the nature or incinerated, while the remaining 25 percent was dumped 

                                                 
1
Figure 1, Zanrec Plastics 

2
Interview Fredrik Alfredsson, Zanrec Plastics. 

3
 http://www.sacmeq.org/education-zanzibar.htm#country, 2012-02-12 

4
 The Zanzibar Municipal council 2005. “Feasibility study on solid waste, Volume I”, p.3-4 

http://www.sacmeq.org/education-zanzibar.htm#country
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on legal dumpsites. Since there has been no large scale recycling system functioning on the 

island
5
, the already large dumpsite areas are constantly growing and have been shifted around 

the island since the 1980’s
6
.  

When this bachelor project started in late 2011 there was still no governmental or private 

recycling system that could process the volumes of garbage that was produced on, and 

brought to the island
7
. 

1.2.1 The tourist industry’s part in the waste situation 
The Zanzibar community is strongly dependent on the tourism. Approximately 25 percent of 

the Indian Ocean archipelago gross domestic product and 70 percent of its foreign affairs 

came from tourism in 2009
8
.  

Commercial establishments such as hotels, restaurants and shops produced approximately 

80% of the waste dumped on Zanzibar Island in 2011
9
. Although being a part of the problem 

a tourist poll that the project group made during 2012 on Zanzibar Island showed that 80% of 

the tourists experienced that the garbage worsened their impression of Zanzibar Island and 

they blamed the littering on the society, see appendix 1. The tourists were often confident that 

their hotels, often owned by foreigners, recycled plastic bottles and other litter, and blamed 

the littering on the local community.  

1.2.2 Observations by the project group 
As the project group found out during the research of the tourists’ opinions on the littering of 

Zanzibar Island, many tourists were confident their hotels recycled. In reality Zanzibar Island 

does not have any working recycling system, and the hotels solve their problems with garbage 

in different ways. Some of the ways that the project group observed were; 

Beach cleaning 
To clean the beaches in front of the hotels from seaweed, holes were dug early in the morning 

where the staff digging the hole would then rake down seaweed along with plastic bottles and 

other non-organic garbage. The problem here is that the plastic is buried in the ground as well 

as flushed out at sea. 

Garbage pickup 
Most hotels paid for different companies to pick up their garbage from twice a week to once a 

month depending on the size of the hotel. What is interesting here is that most managers and 

owners know that the garbage ends up at dumpsites in the forest or is driven out at sea and 

dumped in the ocean, but are unable to do anything as this is how garbage pickup works at 

Zanzibar Island.  

Burning garbage 
As all managers were aware of that the garbage that was picked up eventually ended up in the 

nature, some tried to solve the problem by burning all their garbage at the back of the hotel 

areas. On many occasions the project group witnessed how thick, ill-smelling smog from 

burning plastic polluted the village they lived in during hours when someone was burning 

                                                 
5
 The Zanzibar Municipal council 2005. “Feasibility study on solid waste, Volume II”, p. 77 

6
 International Solid Waste Association, 2009, “Characterization of MSW and related waste-derived compost in 

Zanzibar municipality”, p.178.  
7
Interview Fredrik Alfredsson, Zanrec Plastics 

8
 http://allafrica.com/stories/200912240605.html, 2012-02-12 

9
 Interview Fredrik Alfredsson, Zanrec Plastics 

http://allafrica.com/stories/200912240605.html
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their garbage. This smog affected both local community and tourists, and caused heavy 

headaches.  

Staff collecting garbage 
Many hotel managers claimed that their staff collected the plastic bottles used at the hotels, 

either to sell them or to bring them home for storing drinks inside. This is a possible third 

hand market for plastic bottles, and they will eventually end up in the nature when they cannot 

be used anymore. 

Dump sites in residential areas and villages 
Throughout the project the project group also observed the garbage situation of the local 

communities of Zanzibar Island. It was primarily the dump sites around the towns and 

villages that were observed. See picture 1 for a typical view of a dump site. The locations of 

these sites were often decided by the local authorities, which consisted of a group of elderly 

people, which is the traditional authority of rural Zanzibar Island.  

The dump sites were mainly used by the local community, and all types of household waste 

could be found here. But the dump sites also held large amounts of plastic bottles, which the 

local community does not consume in any bigger scale. These bottles probably come from the 

above mentioned third hand market of selling empty used bottles. 

 

Picture 1. One of the many dump sites for all types of garbage in Paje, Zanzibar Island, 

located beside a football field where children play. This is a typical view on Zanzibar Island; 

dump sites are found at the edge of towns but still close to where people live, where animals 

eat and children play. 
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Waste mix as fertilizer  
Important to mention is the use of mixed waste as fertilizer, which was observed by Jonna 

Skoog and Kajsa-Stina Kalin who wrote their master thesis for Zanrec Plastics during the 

same period as this bachelors thesis. Their thesis was focused on waste management and 

when meeting local garbage management workers they learned that the garbage mix that is 

collected in the town and villages is sometimes sold to farmers for fertilizing the fruit 

plantations. Although these mixes mostly consist of organic waste, there are non-organic 

items such as plastic bottles and used needles from hospitals in it.  

1.3 The mission 
The thesis objective was to develop a recycling bin concept for Zanrec Plastics to be used 

when negotiating garbage management with hotels around Zanzibar Island. The most 

important features of the concepts were to add value to recycling for hotels on the island by 

creating a positive image towards visitors and making the sorting procedure effective for both 

hotels and Zanrec Plastics. The hotels do not want their staff to spend extra time on recycling, 

thus the concept needs to be simple and time efficient. Zanrec Plastics measure sorting 

efficiency by the quality of the sorting delivered from hotels to the recycling plant since they 

want to spend as little time as possible on second sorting. The concept also had to be 

educational for hotel guests and staff along with creating positive attention for the hotels and 

Zanrec Plastics for their efforts to keep the island clean. The concept had to be 

environmentally sustainable by being made out of material that Zanrec Plastics recycling 

plant could process, and it would be positive if it could be assembled on the island. Finally, it 

had to be economically sustainable. Hence, a low cost concept for both Zanrec Plastics and 

the hotels. All requirements are specified in appendix 2. 

1.3.1 Thesis 
The thesis is divided into two questions: 

What bin function and design is best suited to the above described mission in regard to hotel 

guests? 

What bin function and design is best suited to the above described mission in regard to hotel 

staff? 

1.3.2 Limitations 
The project result was affected by the electricity situation on Zanzibar Island and the transport 

budget of the project group. 

Electricity 
The electricity distribution was unstable on Zanzibar Island. The project group experienced 

power cuts for at least one hour almost every day throughout their stay. The electricity 

situation limited what kind of concept that could be developed. 

Geographical limitations  
The budget was limited while the transportation options were expensive. This limited the field 

studies to an area around Stone Town and the South-East coast of Zanzibar Island, see purple 

markings in figure 2. 
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Figure 2. Geographical limitations for field studies are marked with purple in the magnified 

map of Zanzibar Island. 

Choice of interview subjects and hotels 
The hotel managers were chosen as interview subjects since they have the most diverse 

insight of a hotel; they know the owners who are possible buyers of a recycling system, they 

know their staff, their guests as well as the hotel area. The selection of hotel managers to 

interview was based on hotel type, standard and what type of guests they had. Zanrec Plastics 

wanted a diverse picture of what different hotels looked for in a recycling concept. Therefore 

the following hotel categories were chosen: city or beach hotel, low, middle or high range 

hotel and type of guests. The project group tried to get an equal mix of hotels to get varied 

opinions as different hotels have different economic realities and ownership. The hotel types 

are described in appendixes 4, 5 and 7. 

1.4 Measuring progress 
To be able to move forward in the project, progress needed to be measured and it needed to be 

measured from a social, an economic and an environmental perspective. The project group 

decided that this thesis will look at how efficient the final concepts are, as well as how 

educational they are as it was important to the hotel management throughout the interviews 

that the concepts did not add extra time in the daily work load. Finally the production needed 

to be cheap, why that as well was an important point of view. As a result, the project group 

put extra care in regarding the concept development process through a perspective where the 

following questions were continuously asked; 

1. Is it efficient? Meaning; will this concept help the tourist/staff sorting garbage on 

vacation/work? 

2. Is it educational? Meaning; does this concept tell a story and awake a reaction? 

3. Is it cheap and can it be produced on the island? These are desirable wants, and the 

project group always aimed towards them.    

These three questions ensured that the mission (chapter 1.2) was followed. They also allowed 

the project to be continuously scrutinized.   
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2. Realisation of the project  

The methodology of the project followed a stage-gate model, see figure 3 below, with the 

stages; discovery stage, stage 1 (interview phase 1), stage 2 (interview phase 2) and stage 3 

(concept development). A stage-gate model was used to ensure that the clients, Zanrec 

Plastics and the projects tutor, could follow the project and review the progress during the 

gates
10

. During the stages the basic work was done with ideation, interviews, concept 

generations and concept development. The gates worked as screening events where the 

project group and the management of Zanrec Plastics would review the progress and agree on 

the continuation of the project.  

Figure 3. Stage-gate model of the project. 

2.1. Time plan 
The project started in December 2011 and finished in May 2012. The schedule for the 

different parts of the project: the stages, gates and report writing are illustrated in a Gantt 

chart in appendix 3. As the project started and finished in Sweden, it also illustrates what parts 

of the project were conducted on Zanzibar Island. 

2.2 Discovery stage 
In the discovery stage the main task was to find a suitable, wide recycling concept to start the 

project with. This concept would be used during the field study in stage 1. The recycling 

concept had to follow the requirement list set by the project group and Zanrec Plastics, see 

appendix 2. Amongst other requirements, it had to be a wide concept and not specified in any 

way that could be regarded as a finished product ready to develop. This was to ensure that the 

project group did not narrow down to a single concept in the start that might not suit the 

hotels. It would also involve the interview subjects in the creative process of concept 

development. The first stage was completed with the help of Top Notch Design in Stockholm. 

Top Notch Design has a long and broad experience in product development in general and 

plastic product development specifically
11

. A brainstorming session was set up and the 

recycling concept was brought forward.  

Go to gate 1 
In the next step, gate 1, the idea screening gate, the recycling concept which was a result of 

the discovery stage, was presented to Zanrec Plastics. 

2.2.1 Gate 1 – idea screen  
The brainstorming with Top Notch Design resulted in waste bins with compartments, to 

visualize the sorting of different types of litter. The design was deliberately made extreme so 

                                                 
10

 Harvey Maylor, “Project Management”, 4
th

 Edition 2010, p. 110 
11

 www.topnotchdesign.se, 2012-05-18 

http://www.topnotchdesign.se/
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that the concept could not be mistaken for a finished product. The thought behind the 

compartments were to symbolize the idea of recycling for both hotel guests and staff. The 

results are illustrated in Figure 4. 

 

Figure 4. The wide recycling concepts were deliberately made extreme to show the thought 

behind the recycling concept. 

Go to stage 1  
When the recycling concept had been screened and approved the next step was to interview 

hotel managers on the recycling concept. The aim was to gather facts and opinions on what 

the managers generally thought about a recycling concept like the above described, and what 

wishes and opinions they had regarding shape and function.  

2.3 Stage 1 – interview phase 1 
In stage 1 a field study was made on hotel managers, called interview phase 1. Here the study 

was focused on finding out what the hotel managers thought their tourists’ would appreciate 

in a recycling concept, as well as what they themselves would appreciate. The focus was put 

on sorting efficiency and gaining an environmentally friendly image towards guests. This 

investigation was made by first introducing the hotel managers to the problem of waste at 

Zanzibar Island and to the tourist poll that indicated what tourists felt about the problem 

(appendix 1), then to Zanrec Plastics and finally to the recycling concept developed in the 

previous (discovery) stage. During the interview a free discussion regarding the concept was 

encouraged to get as much information and opinions as possible from the hotel managers.  

Go to gate 2 
In gate 2 the results of stage 1 were presented. 

2.3.1 Gate 2 – results of stage 1 
The second field investigation resulted in a broader range of concepts. The project group had 

in mind, from the mission and thesis description, that the recycling concept should be 

designed as a recycling concept for both hotel guests and staff. This practically came down to 

the need of developing two different bin concepts; a recycling bin for hotel rooms, used by 

guests, and a sorting station for hotel staff use.  
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Room bin for room use 
Most hotel managers agreed that they would not want their guests to sort garbage in different 

compartments why the room bin would be a one-compartment bin for all recyclable materials 

together. This would still create an environmentally friendly image towards the guests and 

also make the sorting procedure simpler for the staff. See appendix 4 for further details on the 

interviews. The hotels also expressed different views on the design of the concepts.  Many 

hotels decorated with what could be described as “Swahili”- style. That meant a lot of wood 

and typically local furniture, see picture 2.  

 

Picture 2. Interior details in Swahili style at Mashariki hotel in Stone town, Zanzibar Island. 

The two basic design families for the room bin were decided to be Swahili style and modern 

style. The modern style meant that the room bin should have a “raw” look, where the plastic 

raw material mass, or bottles were visible in the bin, see figure 5.  This decision was made 

based on the managers’ opinions regarding what would fit in their hotels, but also because the 

project group wanted to prepare a wider range of options for the upcoming interview phase 2. 

There was also a question of shapes, and it was decided to present three shapes; elliptic, conic 

and cylindrical in the two styles, see figure 5. These shapes were chosen because of design 

input from interview phase 1. 

 

Figure 5. Room bins in Swahili style and modern style; in elliptic, conic and cylindrical 

shapes. The modern style portrays a raw, unfinished look. 
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The sorting station for staff use 
The sorting station was suggested to have three compartments or units. The hotel managers 

wanted a simple product as their staffs were not used to recycling. Since Zanrec Plastics 

planned to start recycling only plastic and paper, there was no need for more than three units; 

for plastic, paper and other litter. The question of how to unload the litter was left open for 

interview phase 2. The project group suggested that the litter in the sorting station could be 

gathered in either plastic bags or trolleys see figure 6.  

Figure 6.  Sketches of the sorting station and the plastic bag and/or trolley solution for the 

sorting station 

Go to stage 2 
To conclude; stage 1 resulted in the development of a family of room bins in Swahili and 

modern style, and a sorting station with compartments for hotel staff use. Sketches were 

drawn of these concepts and the next step was to investigate further what hotel management 

thought about the new, more specified concepts in stage 2.  

2.4 Stage 2 – interview phase 2 
The purpose of the second round of interviews was to further investigate the hotel managers’ 

thoughts on the developed concepts; the Swahili and modern styled room bins, and the sorting 

station. Here the questions were more specified on what would be noticeable and easy to use 

for the tourists in their rooms regarding the bins, and which kind of sorting station the hotel 

staff could need. The hotels interviewed were different from the first round. This was 

important to get different opinions on the developed concepts, as well as to present the project 

to more hotel managers and get their general thoughts on the waste situation.  

Go to gate 3 
In gate 3 the results of stage 2 were presented and discussed.  

2.4.1 Gate 3 – results of stage 2 
The second round of hotel interviews gave two important conclusions, one regarding the room 

bin and the second regarding the sorting station. 

Room bin 
The room bin should be designed in modern style with conic shape, and would be 

complementary to the bin the hotels already use, see figure 7. This decision was made because 

most hotel managers agreed that it would be impossible to design a Swahili style room bin 

that would fit hotels from low range to high range and with different distinct interior design. 

The hotel managers also agreed that a modern styled room bin would get the attention from 
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their guests, as well as it would be easy to understand what to throw in the room bin for 

recycling, which is plastic and paper. Finally, a size between 10 and 15 litres for the bin was 

agreed upon, see appendix 5. 

 

Figure 7. A simple sketch of the room bin shows the conic and modern style, with visible 

bottles. 

Sorting station 
It was decided that the sorting station should contain at least three compartments; one for 

plastic litter, one for paper and one for perishable
12

 litter. It would be good if the compartment 

for plastic litter should also have a mechanical compacting function to reduce the size of the 

litter, so that more litter would fit in the compartment, see figure 8.  

 

Figure 8. The sketch for the evaluating interviews shows the sorting station with a 

compressing function that would increase the amount of waste to store. 

The question of how to unload the litter was left open yet again, as there was no decision to 

whether the sorting station should have a bag, a trolley or a bag/trolley combination.  

Conclusions of gate 3 
Thus, to conclude what stage 2 resulted in for the room bin; 

 Complementary bin – provided by Zanrec Plastics, for recyclable garbage as a 

supplement to the usual hotel garbage bin 

 Modern style – easy to distinguish for guests and image building for hotels 

 Conic shape – easy to stack, nice looking and good grip when lifting 

                                                 
12

 Perishable litter means all other garbage produced by the hotel, including food. 
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 Contains 10 -15 litres of litter 

Results of the stage 2 interview regarding the sorting station concluded; 

 At least three compartments, as they can store plastic, paper and perishables 

separately. 

 A compressing function for the plastic unit is an idea for the station as it would 

increase the amount of bottles to throw before emptying the unit. 

The requirement list was updated accordingly for the room bin and for the sorting station, see 

appendix 6. 

Go to stage 3 - final concept development 
The next step was the final concept development. In the following stage the final concepts 

were developed out of the results presented in this gate, gate 3, and two more interviews were 

held.   

2.5 Stage 3 – final concept development  
In this stage, the final concepts for the room bin and the sorting station were developed and 

evaluated. One final round of interviews to evaluate the final concept development was held, 

see appendix 7. The focus in these interviews was to test the idea of a complimentary, modern 

looking room bin as well as the idea of a sorting station with the ability to compress plastic 

bottles. A customer value analysis was also made out of all the interviews, to conclude what 

the customer, which are the hotel management, were willing to pay for. The last activity in 

stage 3 was to try out the idea of a modern styled room bin by experimenting with heating 

plastic bottles. 

2.5.1 Results of stage 3 

Room bin 
The interviews showed what was important in the development of the room bin; an eye-

catching design and a good size. This resulted in the decision that the room bin would be 

made out of compressed plastic bottles that allow the user to see the bottles through the walls, 

rather than made from raw plastic mass. The hotel managers requested a size between 10 and 

15 litres which fit 7 1.5 litre plastic bottles of the kind that are sold on Zanzibar Island, and 

that all hotels sell their guests, see picture 3. The bottom periphery of 7 1.5 litre bottles is 

approximately 86 cm in diameter.  

 

Picture 3. The periphery of the bottom of the cone was chosen to fit 7, 1.5 litre plastic bottles. 
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Experiment on heating of plastic bottles 

An experiment was conducted to decide in what range the plastic bottles would melt slightly 

and completely, see appendix 8. The purpose of this was to decide in what temperature the 

bottles had the most desirable shape according to the developers. The conclusion that could be 

made from this was that the ultimate temperature for bottles to be shaped is under 200 ºC. 

Above that temperature the bottles get an undesirable form and break easily. Because of the 

experiment it was decided that the bottles should be deformed under 200 ºC, and then stuck 

together with clear plastic paste of some sort, see more in chapter 3.1.3. The final 

development is presented in chapter 3.1. 

Sorting station 
There were many design options with or without compress for the sorting station, and the 

interviews did not give a clear answer on whether the sorting station should have a compress 

or not, why a Kepner-Tregoe
13

 decision making analysis was used for deciding between 

different compress solutions. It was also used for deciding if the sorting station should contain 

a bag, a trolley or a bag/trolley combination, as the interviews gave different pros and cons 

here as well. The Kepner-Tergoe analysis, or other tools for decision-making, is used in 

product development when there is more than one option to choose from. In the case of the 

sorting station the project team needed to decide the details of the final sorting station design. 

As table 1 show, the no-compress station got the highest score in regard to the objectives. 

Table 2 shows that the best solution for different hotels is the bag/trolley solution. 

Table 1. The Kepner-Tergoe The weight measures important of an objective with the scale 1-

10. The satisfaction score measures, in a scale of 1-10, how well the alternative corresponds 

to the objective. 10 is 100% and 1 is 0%. 
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 http://www.decision-making-confidence.com/kepner-tregoe-decision-making.html, 2012-02-22 

Objective, product should be: Weight
Compress in

lid

Weighted 

score
Compress 

w. two rolls

Weighted 

score
Compress 

w. one roll

Weighted 

score

No compress Weighted 

score

Durable 3 5 15 4 12 4 12 10 30

Easy to understand how to use for hotel staff 3 8 24 8 24 8 24 10 30

Few number of steps when in use 3 7 21 8 24 8 24 10 30

Low production cost 3 2 6 1 3 1 3 10 30

Recyleable by Zanrec Plastics Ltd 2 2 4 1 2 1 2 10 20

Low customer cost 2 2 4 1 2 1 2 8 16

Compress system 1 5 5 8 8 7 7 0 0

79 75 74 156

http://www.decision-making-confidence.com/kepner-tregoe-decision-making.html
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Analysis for trolley or bag solution in sorting

station/objectivs, product should be:
Weight Trolley

Weighted 

score Bag

Weighted 

score

Trolley 

and bag

Weighted 

score

Easy to understand for hotel staff 3 10 30 10 30 10 30

Durable 3 6 18 6 18 6 18

Few number of steps when in use 3 10 30 9 27 9,5 28,5

Low production cost 3 5 15 10 30 7 21

Adaptable for different hotels 3 2 6 9 27 10 30

Low customer cost 2 4 8 7 14 6 12

Good ergonomics in flat terrain 2 9 18 5 10 9 18

Good ergonomics in stairs 2 1 2 5 10 9 18

127 166 175,5

Table 2. A complimentary analysis was made on whether the sorting station should have just 

a bag, a trolley, or both.  

 

With regard to the decision making analysis above the final sorting station should not have a 

compressing function and both bag and trolley should be available.  

Finally, the project group found that the hotels preferred if the sorting station could be 

adjusted to their specific hotel. Because of this it was decided that the sorting station should 

consist of buildable units.  

2.5.2 Customer value 
The value of the room bin and the sorting station is based on customer value rather than 

economic value in regard to production costs. It is possible to trace what features the 

customers are prepared to pay for. This is based on earlier interviews and the following figure, 

see figure 9, displays a techno-economic value chain for the recycling concept as a whole
14

. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 9. Techno-economic value chain for the general recycling concept, where the grey 

blocks show how Zanrec Plastics key technology, recycling, is correlated to what technical 

parameters the customers look for and are willing to pay for. 

 

The technology parameter show what technologies Zanrec Plastics can offer. The key 

technologies are the ones that make Zanrec Plastics offer unique. The functions describe what 

the main objectives of the recycling concepts are.  The technical performance parameters 

                                                 
14

 Bo Hedin, Deputy Director, Lecture from 2008-10-30 “Designing Technological Innovations & Markets- 

Creating value through an intellectual value chain”, Chalmers Gothenburg,  2012-04-05 

Technology Function Technical performance Utility dimensions

Durability

Recycling technology Garbage pick-up Price

Production technology Collect and separate garbage Easy/fast to use Image improvement

Separating litter technology Educate staff and tourists Cost Time saving

Assembly technology Hygiene Protecting/improving environment

Design technology Size/weight

Form
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show how well the functions perform. Finally the utility dimensions are the link between 

value that can be translated to economy and technology, and show what factors the hotel 

managers said they were willing to pay for.   

What figure 8 shows is that Zanrec Plastics strongest technology, in this case, is the recycling 

one, which in the case of the recycling bin concepts offer education of staff and tourists. 

Education is correlated to that staff will learn about recycling and Zanrec Plastics, and spread 

word in society. The tourists on the other had get a positive image of the hotel they stay at and 

Zanrec Plastics and value what they do to help the environment. Education is best performed 

if the recycling concepts are durable, easy to use, fast to use, cost effective and tells a story in 

their design. An example is that if the bins would break all the time, the staff and tourists 

would get the wrong idea of Zanrec Plastics. If Zanrec Plastics can deliver these performances 

the hotels, according to our interviews, are willing to pay a reasonable price for this service as 

they strongly will improve their image while keeping the waste management easy and time 

efficient, which they know earns customers on in the long run.  
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3.  Result 

Following chapter present the resulting bin concepts that would make the sorting of recyclable 

waste efficient and educational at hotels on Zanzibar Island. The following concepts presented 

are mere concepts that need to be tested and further developed into real products before 

brought to the market. The result is based on the earlier information and interview stages, and 

is taken to a point where it is possible for Zanrec Plastics to decide whether or not to continue 

the project. From now on the products will be called the room bin and the sorting station in 

italics, to distinguish them as the developed concepts.  

3.1 Room bin 
The room bin is a one-compartment storage unit for recyclable waste thrown in the hotel 

rooms. It will function as a complementary bin to the already existing one for perishable litter.  

3.1.1 Shape 
Based on the opinion from the majority of the hotel managers, the room bin was decided to be 

conic shaped. The conic shape also enables space efficient transportation and storage, and it 

also allows an ergonomic grip for the staff that will empty it. 

3.1.2 Cognitive design 
The room guests will be able to differentiate the room bin from the hotel’s own bin for 

perishable litter through the room bin’s compressed bottle design. The shapes of the bottles 

are visible in the bin walls, see figure 10. This design feature adds an educational symbolism 

of how to reuse recyclable waste in new products. 

 

 

Figure 10. The room bin is designed to stand out from the hotel aesthetic by being produced 

from compressed plastic bottles. This also symbolizes the reuse of recyclables. 

Signs and folders for information 
Instructions on what recyclable materials the guests can throw in the room bin will be 

displayed on one side of the bin wall. These instructions can be printed on a sticker and 

pressed on. Figure 11 shows how the instructions can look like. 
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Figure 11. Instructions on what recyclable material Zanrec Plastics wish to collect will be 

found in a folder. 

To ensure that the guests recognize the environmentally friendly image the hotels want to 

communicate, all hotel rooms will be equipped with an information folder about recycling on 

Zanzibar Island, about Zanrec Plastics and their cooperation with the specific hotel the guests 

live in. 

3.1.3 Production 
The recycled aesthetics, with visible bottle shapes demands an unconventional production 

method. An experiment on how PET-bottles melted together at different temperatures, 

described in earlier chapters, resulted in the conclusion that the bottles do not stick together. 

The solution is therefore to add a clear PET resin
15

 that joins the heat compressed bottles 

together. The resin could be made out of recycled or new PET. A suggested production 

method would be to press the heated bottles down in a form, and then pour or spray PET resin 

down. Then inwards pressure would be added around the form to shape the resin around the 

bottles and create a smooth look, see figure 12. The positive conclusion from the bottle 

heating experiment is that there is no need for great pressure to heat compress bottles, and the 

temperature interval for good results of bottles shapes is wide (approximately 90ºC - 200 ºC). 

Figure 12.  Production method for the room bin, First (1and 2) bottles are heated and 

deformed, then (3) PET resin is poured or sprayed down. Finally more  pressure is added to 

smooth surfaces (4). 
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 http://carbonliterecycling.com/pet-resin-pet-flakes/, 2012-05-22 

http://carbonliterecycling.com/pet-resin-pet-flakes/
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3.2 Sorting station 
The sorting station is a plain, plastic and square shaped station with buildable units. This 

enables the hotels to adjust the sorting station to different needs of waste containing volumes 

and different dump site areas. All parts are either standard parts available on many markets or 

easily produced. The transportation of parts, to assembly at Zanrec Plastics plant and to 

hotels, is space efficient as well. 

3.2.1 Module parts 
The sorting station will have few corners to make it hygienic and easy to produce and mount. 

All compartments will have the same shape except for the openings in the lid where the users 

throw waste, see figure 13.  

 

 

 

Figure 13. The sorting station module system enables hotels to add or take away 

compartments. The openings in the lids, the garbage input, are in different shapes to 

complement the sorting instructions. 

 

There are totally six different parts in the module system, see figure 14. Four are plastic parts: 

a wall, the triangle filler, a door and a lid. Two parts are aluminium or plastic profiles that 

hold the plastic parts together
16

. The height and width of the sorting station is adjusted to fit a 

regular garbage trolley
17

. The suggested measurements are that all plastic parts are 600 mm 

wide and that the front is 1100 mm high with a 20-degree tilt to the backside, see figure 15. 
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 Inspired by Jan Stamer, KTH, 2012-05-08 
17

 http://www.sansac.se/sopkarl-vagnar-natcontainrar-tipplador, 2012-05-18 

http://www.sansac.se/sopkarl-vagnar-natcontainrar-tipplador
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Figure 14. The sorting station consists of six parts sawed out from two larger plastic and/or 

aluminium parts. 

 

Figure 15. The suggested measurements are adjusted to a regular garbage trolley. 
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The hinges are a part of the plastic boards that the sorting station is made of (for more 

information see chapter 3.2.3). The plastic is made extra thin along the axis that the door or 

lid is supposed to twist around making it function as a hinge, see figure 16.  

 

Figure 16. The plastic parts are made extra thin along the lines where hinges are needed. The 

figure shows the door from above and the arrow points out the hinge. 

 

The trolley and bag-holder can be made out of plastic or metal and can be bought as a 

standard part, see figure 17. 

 

Figure 17. Litter stored in the sorting station can be unloaded by taking only the bag from a 

holder or transporting it with a trolley. 

 

3.2.2 Cognitive design 
Instructions in Swahili and English will help the staff recognize which compartment is for 

what sort of waste. Furthermore the openings in the lids will have different shapes for 

different recyclables, see figure 18.  
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Figure 18. The lids have different opening shapes for different waste categories. 

Information and education 
Throughout the interviews the hotel managers remarked that Zanrec Plastics should help 

educate the staff somehow, alongside the management of each hotel. Therefore the project 

group recommend an educational film, in Swahili, on how to use the product for the hotel 

managers to show in educational purpose for their staff.  

3.2.3 Production 
All six parts comes from two different basic parts. The two different lengths of profiles are cut 

out from a long profile found on the market as standard equipment. The four plastic parts: the 

door, the lid, the walls and the triangle filler, are cut out from a large block of plastic 

produced in a spray form machine
18

. 

3.2.4 Mounting 
Figure 19, 20 and 21 shows how the six different parts together forms the sorting station. The 

middle inner walls are excluded when building many compartments together to make the 

sorting station as easy to clean and hygienic as possible.  

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 19. Six different kinds of parts are needed.  
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 Inspired by Jan Stamer, KTH, 2012-05-08 
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Figure 20. This is how the six parts creates one compartment of the sorting station. 

 
 

 

Figure 21. Three units adjoined create a sorting station. 
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4. Discussion 
The following chapter discusses the project as a whole and its results. 

4.1 Thesis 
Although we are satisfied with the thesis, that is divided into two questions and with a clear 

connection to the mission, this project started so wide we found it hard to narrow down the 

thesis to one single question. The mission we received from Zanrec Plastics was to create a 

bin concept that could be used as a recycling service; which is a very wide angel. But we 

believe we have been able to deliver a good result through binding the thesis to the mission, 

and by that fitting the necessary background and motivation in the thesis.  

4.2 Reaching goals and project aim 
Whilst we consider the final project goals and aim to be met, there were difficulties during the 

beginning of the project. The difficulties consisted in reaching hotels because of problems 

with transportation, communicating with institutions in Sweden and finding certain 

information and finally, adjusting to changes in the project due to new directions. 

But with little regard to the above mentioned issues, we consider the project a success from a 

product development perspective. We followed a classical stage-gate model throughout the 

project and found it very useful. To be able to work freely and change the direction of a 

project with regard to events during the project is something we highly recommend.  

4.3 The result 
As our goal was to create a recycling bin concept, to a point where Zanrec Plastics would be 

able to then take it forward and create real products, we are very satisfied with the result. We 

believe the room bin and the sorting station are two concepts that gives great value to both 

Zanrec Plastics and to one of their customer groups; the hotels of Zanzibar Island. For Zanrec 

Plastics these concepts, if brought forward, will help build an image as the number one 

garbage collector of the island. It will add a strong environmental image to Zanrec Plastics 

from the viewpoint of staff and guests at Zanzibar Island hotels, which we believe will 

associate Zanrec Plastics with recycling and a clean island. For the hotels these concepts will 

not only improve their image as environmentally friendly, but also create a system for garbage 

management which will improve hygiene and add efficiency in the cleaning process.   

4.4 Future development 
A future development of the room bin and the sorting station are to expand the types of litter 

that can be recycled, e.g. metal and batteries. Another future development is for the concepts 

to include a dump site system for the hotels, adapted to Zanrec Plastics trucks. In a future 

where Zanrec Plastics would be handling all the garbage of a hotel, a whole system would be 

a good service to the hotels. 

Finally, we still believe a compress for the sorting station is a good idea if it could be made 

durable and at a low cost.   
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5. Conclusion 
The final concepts are the room bin and the sorting station. We found that the final concepts 

strongly satisfy the project mission; adding efficiency to the hotels sorting systems and 

creating educational value for both hotels guests and staff.  

We believe that these concepts add value to both Zanrec Plastics and the hotels as they are 

cheap to produce and can be produced at the Zanzibar Island. The concepts are very adaptable 

to different hotels and cognitive in their appearance. This means they fit in most environments 

and are easy to understand. 

Their gain in sorting efficiency is reached because the concepts sort plastic and paper from 

other types of litter, and will be able to sort more types of litter in the future. Sorting will help 

Zanrec Plastics at their plant, as the garbage that arrives will already be sorted. The hotels will 

get cleaner surroundings as well as being able to truly state themselves as environmentally 

friendly.  

Finally, one of the most important goal in this thesis, to add educational value in the concepts, 

are reached as the concepts work as tools in teaching the staff, which consists of many locally 

employed persons, about environment and the importance of recycling. The concepts also tell 

a story for the hotel guests, and thereby educates them in the work the hotels and Zanrec 

Plastics do to keep Zanzibar Island clean.  
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6.3 Interviews 
 

Fredrik Alfredsson, Project Manager, Zanrec Plastics, 2012 

Jan Stamer, technician at the school of Industrial Engineering and Management, the Royal 

Institute of Technoloy (KTH), 2012-05-08 

Note: All hotel managers and dates for interviews are listed in the appendixes 4, 5 and 7. 

 

6.4 Pictures and references 
  

Logo, Zanrec Plastics, 2012 

Figure 1, Zanrec Plastics Ltd., 2012 

Note: All other images belong to the project group. 
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Appendix 1. Tourist poll  

Tourist interviews  

Tourists in Stone Town and Paje were asked following four questions. 

1. Have you noticed the plastic waste on Zanzibar Island? (Yes/No) 

2. Who do you find responsible? (Government/Tourists/Local community) 

3. Would your overall impression of a hotel improve if you knew it was working for a 

better environment? (Yes/No) 

4. Would you find it reasonable to pay a small amount extra (lets sat 1 $) per night for a 

hotel with a recycling system? (Yes/No) 

 

Results: 

Question 1 Question 3 

Persons asked: 100 Persons asked: 100 

Yes answers: 80 Yes answers: 84 

No answers: 20 No answers: 16 

  

Question 2 Question 4 

“Government”: 13 Persons asked: 57 

“Tourists”: 15 Yes answers: 50 (approximately 88%) 

“Local community”: 45 No answers: 7 (approximately 12%) 
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Appendix 2. Requirement list  

Requirement list  
 The product shall be functional for the tourists 

 The product shall, in a pedagogic way, convey a clear connection to the recycling 

system 

 The design of the product shall fit into all hotels on the island 

 The product shall be produced with a cheap production method 

 The product shall be made in at least 70 % recycled material  
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Appendix 3. Gantt-chart 
 

The Gantt chart illustrate the time schedule for the different parts of the project 
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Appendix 4. Stage 1 interviews 
 

Conclusions of interviews in stage 1. 

Hotel name: Arabian Nights 

Name of manager: Silas Namale 

Date: 12.01.12 

Type: Beach, small middle range, package and individual  

 

Conclusion of interview: Concept 4: Manager believes customers would appreciate dust bins, 

and notice them if they had a good design. Light weight, easy to use for staff. Today the hotel 

uses wooden bins, but manager would like plastic bins. Design suggestions that would fit the 

managers’ hotel: Simple design in rooms because the rooms are cleaned every day and 

tourists shouldn’t have to think about throwing “right”. Outside the room there should be 

bigger trash bins with compartments. 

Hotel name: Dhow Inn 

Name of manager: Christian  

Date: 13.01.12 

Type: Beach, small middle range, sport tourists 

 

 

Conclusion of interview: Pretty neutral towards it. Think it is a good idea, especially the 

medium sized trash cans on the beach. They have to be secured so that no one can take them 

though. Guests would appreciate the concept; today there is nowhere to throw the garbage. 

Let it look recycled! That is cool! 

Hotel name: Teddy’s Place 

Name of manager: Ignacio Arbaiza 

Date: 13.01.12 

Type: Beach, low range, back-packers 

 

Conclusion of interview: Would be happy to instruct staff on recycling, and would like bins 

that were organic looking. Also likes the idea of beach bins.  

 

Hotel name: Spice Island 

Name of manager: Alexander Göhse 

Date: 14.01.12 

Type: Beach, large high range, expensive package and honeymoon deals  

 

Conclusion of interview: The recycling bins has to be cheap, now they pay about 5000 

shilling per bin. Mr Göhse has never seen recycling bins with compartments in rooms and do 

not want his guests to sort out recyclables themselves. The design is important. If it is too 

modern Mr Göhse won’t allow it in his hotel rooms. It is important to advertise that the hotel 

has recycling so in a way bins with compartments can bring a so called wow-effect. These 

bins can be put around the hotel but not in the rooms.  
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Hotel name: Brezees 

Name of manager: Jakob Lars 

Date: 17.01.12 

Type: Beach, large high range, expensive package 

 

Conclusion of interview: Very important with good design. Important to not make the design 

hard to use because that would add an extra difficulty for the staff. Have plastic bins today 

that look like organic material. Believes it isn’t too much to ask of the tourists to recycle, 

because they are used to this at home. Should be two or three compartments, but not too 

many. The tourists would understand and appreciate this. Finally, it is important to teach or 

educate the staff in how to recycle and why we do this 

 

Hotel name: Bellevue 

Name of manager: Dim Versluis 

Date: 17.01.12 

Type: Beach, low range, younger tourists but not back-packers  

 

Conclusion of interview: More work for the hotel but it helps the tourists to interact. Good 

concept! Different for outdoor/ indoor. Put coco nut or banana leave in mold, could be cool. 

Recycled look. For symbolic product it would be best with recycled look. Best concept would 

be to create bins + a concept that people can buy and use at home. 

Hotel name: Echo Beach 

Name of manager: Anonymous  

Date: 17.01.12 

Type: Beach, middle range, older couples 

 

Conclusion of interview: This concept she also thought of in concept 1. This is needed, and 

also water containers. Wants it. 

 

Hotel name: Serena Inn 

Name of manager: Daniel Sambai 

Date: 18.10.12 

Type: City, large high range, business and expensive package 

 

Conclusion of interview: Likes the idea of branded bins (paper/plastic/trash) instead of 

compartment bins. Would also find it interesting with these kinds of bins in the kitchen area, 

and the kitchen bins should have pedal for better hygiene. Think beach bins is a good idea, 

and likes a square shape on bins. 

 

Hotel name: Mashariki 

Name of manager: Farooq  

Date: 18.01.12 

Type: City, high range, expensive package 

 

Conclusion of interview:  The owner of Mashariki has a vision of recycled dust bins, or bind 

for recycling. Believes his customers would appreciate this in their rooms.  
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Appendix 5. Stage 2 interviews 
 

Conclusion of interviews in stage 2 

Hotel name: 236 Hurumzi 

Name of manager: Ian Miller 

Date: 23.01.12 

Type: City, high range, culturally interested tourists 

 

 Room bins: One compartment good. Not too bold/conspicuous. Wants graphics on the 

bins.  

 Sorting stations: Not containers in social areas, feels commercial which is not good. 

Hotels spend time on design so it’s difficult to make it good.  

 Dump site: We think ourselves (guess) that Emerson’s dump site is small and on a 

back street.  

 Current way to handle trash:  staff take a lot of the trash home with them 

Hotel name: Seyyida 

Name of manager: Thomas Green 

Date: 23.01.12 

Type: City, high range, expensive package 

 

 Room bins: Don’t like the idea of trash can in rooms or in public areas. They will be 

stolen from public areas. Has to be containers so northing’ll be stolen.  

 Sorting stations: Would be ok to have bins for hotel interior like kitchen, then will the 

hotel staff put trash in containers.  Keep it simple.  

 Dump site: Containers shared by many hotels. Collectors are not allowed inside.   

 Current way to handle trash: Dust bin area in the basement.  

Hotel name: Ndame Beach Village 

Name of manager: Hans Ehrentraut 

Date: 26.01.12  

Type: Beach, middle range, package and individual  

 

 Room bins: Swahili style is a must. 10-15 liters, bucket size. The whole bucket is 

emptied, one at a time.  

 Sorting stations: still has a container from a previous recycling company driven by a 

Swiss lady. As simple as possible. Plastic bag inside for perishables. Carrier for dry 

things like plastic, glass, etc. Sorting station should look very good. Mostly in kitchen. 

Pictures to illustrate the sorting.  

 Dump site: in the back yard. Final container must be closed. Pictures on where to 

throw what. 

 Current way to handle trash: They burn the trash in the backyard. A Swiss lady had a 

recycling company and used to pick up their trash. They still have the container on the 

premises. They don’t know what happened but maybe she couldn’t sell what they 

recycled.  

Hotel name: Imani Beach Lodge 

Name of manager: Simon Bennett 
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Date: 30.01.12  

Type: Beach, small middle range, independent  

 

 Room bins: Prefers the modern design if done well. Simon thinks it’d be a better idea 

to have a recycled bin for recyclable material. His point is that it’d be less work for 

cleaners if the tourists separate the waste. He also believes that the symbol for 

recycling will be more clear for the tourists and that it wouldn’t be too much to ask 

from them.  

 Sorting stations: Need no container or big bags, would prefer sorting station at dump 

site. Staff will have problem with sorting. Think it should be only two compartments: 

one for recyclable material and one for the non-recyclable waste. Otherwise it’d be too 

complicated for the housekeepers and they would leave the waste un-sorted. Have the 

international recycling symbol in it. Instructions on sorting in Swahili.  

Hotel name: Dhow Palace Hotel 

Name of manager: Akhtar Issak 

Date: 30.01.12 

Type: City, large middle range, all sorts of tourists 

 

 Room bins: An extra bin is a good idea. Difficult for housekeppers to sort the waste 

but ok to do it if the tourists are doing it wrongly. Has to see the different designs 

before deciding. Size is 10-15 liters.  

 Sorting stations: Likes the mechanical hävärm. Good to have sorting station indoors in 

a area that tourists don’t see. Good to compress waste so cleaners don’t have to go 

back and forth. Good with carriers, easy solution. Folder with pictures describing what 

to do when sorting for the employees. Pictures and text to illustrate sorting.  

 Dump site: Container with lid is used currently.  

 Current way to handle trash: Container with lid is used currently. Then the trash 

collectors pick it up with wagons taking the trash to a larger vehicle parked out on the 

bigger street. Fill one container per day and empty it daily. 

Hotel name: Pongwe Beach Hotel 

Name of manager: Cara Stockil 

Date: 31.01.12 

Type: Beach, large middle range, package and independent 

 

 Room bins: Good with separate bins. They like to tell stories about what they do for 

the environment. It’s better if it’s designed so it’s obvious that it’s recycled (modern 

style). Takes a plastic bag to the dump in the back that they empty ones a week. A 

truck comes.  

 Sorting stations: Plastic bags are good because easy to empty. Kind of rough road for 

carriers. The simplyer the better. They trustr that their staff are able to sort out 

everything that’s needed.  

 Dump site: It’s easier and better looking with container.  

 Current way to handle trash: Dump in back yard and pay collector to come ones a 

week and send the trash to Stone town. 

Hotel name: Mapenzi Beach Club Resort 

Name of manager: Luca Usvardi 

Date: 31.01.12 
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Type: Beach, large high range, expensive package 

 

 Room bins: Modern style, conic, 10 liters. Guests appreciate to have an extra bin for 

recyclables.  

 Sorting stations: Has one staff member that’ll work with sorting in the trash area. . 

House keepers don’t have time to sort so they have one person for the sorting. They’ve 

tried to sort out plastic and glass already but it didn’t work. Luca think it’ll work better 

when his employee sees that the sorting has a purpose. Likes the idea of compress and 

afterwards keep the sorted trash in big bags in dust bin room.  

 Dump site: Is the dust bin room that the collectors empty every week.  

 Current way to handle trash: Empty the dust bin area 1-3 times a week. 
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Appendix 6. Updated requirement list  

Updated requirement list Room bin 
Requirements: 

 The product shall be functional for the tourists 

 The product shall be rotation moulded 

 The product shall be made in at least 70 % recycled material  

 The product shall be recyclable by Zanrec Platics. 

 The bin shall fit 8 to 15 litres of garbage 

 The product shall weigh 1 kilo at top 

 The product shall be environmentally safe by EU-standard 

 It shall be possible to change labels and signs on the product 

Wishes: 

 The product should be ergonomic to users 

 The shape should fit 1,5 litre bottles 

 The material should be durable 

 The product should be easy to clean 

 The product should be eye-catching and catch attention 

 Cheapest recyclable material and production method 

 The product shall, in a pedagogic way, convey a clear connection to the recycling 

system 

 The design of the product shall fit into all hotels on the island 

 

Updated requirement list Sorting station 
Requirements: 

 The product shall be functional for the hotel staff 

 The product shall be made in at least 70 % recycled material  

 The product shall be recyclable by Zanrec Platics. 

 The bin shall have compartments for plastic, paper and perishable litter 

 The product shall be environmentally safe by EU-standard 

Wishes: 

 The product should be ergonomic to users; easy to use and empty 

 The material should be durable 

 The product should be easy to clean 

 The product should be eye-catching and create attention so that the hotel management 

and staff are proud to show it to guests 

 Cheapest recyclable material and production method 

 The product shall, in a pedagogic way, convey a clear connection to the recycling 

system 

 The design of the product shall fit into all hotels on the island 
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Appendix 7. Stage 3 interviews 
 

Conclusion of evaluating interviews 

 

Hotel name: Tembo Hotel 

Name of manager: Yakoub Abdulkarim 

Date: 27.02.12 

Type: City, large middle range, independent and business 

 

 Room bin: 10-15 liters is a good size. Tourists will know it is for recycling and that is 

appreciated. Understanding: It is no problem for Tembo to explain to tourists why this 

bin is at their rooms. Of course they will understand both tourists and staff. 

 Sorting station: Very good design with compartments. Likes the compressing function 

and finds it worth paying for. Looks nice and professional.  

 Signs: Pictures not necessary just write in Swahili. Measurements: maximum 80 cm 

depth. Good to provide plastic bags for food (fillmblåsta zanrec-påsar?). Trolley 

would be very nice to have.  

 Comments: It is up to management to make everyone understand. Every day pick up 

needed. Now they have it in the morning. The staff collects the plastic bottles and 

brings home to give to family and friends. They are used for juices they will sell etc. 

They would like to have brochures in the rooms explaining about the recycling to 

tourists. They can see potential in using three sorting stations on the property. Yakoub 

believes that the hotels’ image will improve with the sorting system.  

After the visit Elina and Hanna believes it will be a good idea to design the compartments in 

parts that can be put together so that the length of the sorting station can be individualized for 

each hotel.  

Hotel name: Cristal Resort 

Name of owner: Deva Mehrez 

Date: 28.02.12 

Type: Beach, large middle range, package and independent 

 

 Room bin: Believes that we should focus on designing a clean, simple bin that all 

hotels can use. When we asked about design suggestions she said; open, simple, conic, 

with logo and clean. We asked about signs on the bin but Deva thought that it would 

be better with an information folder in the rooms. “Keep it simple!” was her best 

advice. Also think about economical issues. Many managers may say they want to buy 

a product, but at the end of the day they do not own the hotels. 

 Sorting station: Trolleys are easily broken. Of course this depends on quality, but often 

staff might overload or pull trolleys over bumpy terrain with may cause it to break. A 

mechanical compressing feature on the sorting station would, according to Deva, 

break. She has long experience of working in this business, why she has had most 

situations happening throughout the years. The problem is also that if a compress 

break it will be hard and time wasting to find reparation and spare parts. 

 Comments: It is an issue for the management to train staff to use the sorting system. If 

plastic bag is one of the options for the sorting station they need to be of strong 

material. When designing one should be aware of problems with crows picking on 

plastic bags containing food, which is one of the reasons for burning garbage mix. 
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Cristal Resorts order 400 bottles every second week. Believes it would be good with 

some kind of competition, or reward, as the local Zanzibarians have no problem 

sharing. But money needs to be the enticement. Deva is sceptic to paying twice (for 

Zanrec and then for another truck picking up the other garbage). It is a cost at the end 

of the day. Also, guests are not impressed by recycling because they expect more from 

“eco-hotels”. Zanrec Plastics should go to schools and educate children.  

 

Thoughts from this interview were how important it is to analyze the risks too, e.g. breaking 

trolleys or compresses. As Deva has such long experience of owning her hotel business her 

questioning of what owners really want to pay for was very relevant.  
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Appendix 8. Heating plastic bottles experiment   
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Temperature 82 º C resulted in plastic 

bottle pieces deforming but not sticking 

together.  

Temperature 99 º C resulted in deformation 

of the plastic but no sticking together.  

Temperature 200 º C resulted in 

deformation and slight melting, but the 

bottles pieces did not stick together.  

The grounds for this experiment were based on the facts that PET-bottles have a glass 

transition temperature of 70 º C, but melts at 265 º C. To preserve as much as possible of the 

bottle shape and to investigate when the plastic begun sticking together, heating was tested 

from 82 º C to 260 º C. 
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Temperature 225 º C resulted deformed 

and medium melted plastic, but the way 

the pieces stuck together was not 

satisfactory, meaning they fell apart 

easily.  

Temperature 250 º C resulted in very 

deformed bottles with a lot of melting and 

sticking together. However, the pieces 

became fragile and broke easily as seen in the 

smaller picture below. 

Temperature 260 º C resulted in much 

melted plastic pieces, where no shapes 

of bottles were distinguished, which was 

not desirable.  


